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WINTER CHANGES
Marshall Ginevan spent most of his adult life in the Houston area of Texas. But the past winter he was
back in southwestern Pennsylvania, where he reacted to the overcast skies and cold temperatures like a
bear – curled up trying to keep warm rather than doing much writing.
This winter is different. When early October saw the first snows blow in, he was on the road to sunny
and warm Texas, watching the snow in his rearview mirror. Now, snug in his Texas hideout with sunny
skies and warm temperatures, free of family and most other daily distractions, he can devote his time to
editing and writing. He will remain in Texas until Pennsylvania promises to stay free of snow and above
the freezing level sometime in the spring.
The Wrong Side of Service was added to the Wrong Side series of action / adventure books earlier this
year. This novel will finish the Wrong Side series. In the past few weeks, the five books have been
carefully reedited and have now been submitted to a new publisher. Page Turner Press and Media will
upgrade the covers and publish them as a five-book series. This will give the series a wider distribution
and better market visibility. I hope to announce a release date sometime after the first of the year.
Ghost Birds will be the next Marshall Ginevan novel to be released. It is the story of mystery aircraft
returning from 1943 and a small team of investigators trying to find out where they are coming from,
and how they are returning after seventy-five years !! Most of the characters will be new, but you will
see a couple from the Wrong Side series. It is still aviation and an armchair adventure. Watch for the
release sometime this spring.

You can also follow Marshall Ginevan on FaceBook.

Writing from a sunny and warm hideout in Texas,
Marshall Ginevan

